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MANAGING  
COST-TO-WEAR

REDUCING COSTS REQUIRES EXAMINATION       
OF THE TOTAL PICTURE



INTRODUCTION

Employee welfare, productivity and satisfaction should always 
be the primary objectives when managing PPE cost-to-wear. 
When product price becomes the sole objective, companies of-
ten lose in the long run by incurring increased injuries and down 
time, lower morale and greater waste.

Managing cost-to-wear must be a team effort involving procu-
rement, plant and safety managers and the workers themselves. 
Workers must accept and understand the reasons they wear spe-
cific PPE and know how to determine when a product reaches 
the end of its serviceable life. Thus, communication and training 
are critical components when managing cost-to-wear.
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service life. Yet, some companies still hesitate to 
purchase quality PPE and base product selection 
solely on the up front price of each piece. These 
companies may be able to reduce short term costs 
but miss the opportunity to improve worker pro-
tection and enhance PPE performance by mana-
ging cost-to-wear.

These are familiar words as companies drill down 
through expenses in a continuing quest to impro-
ve the bottom line. Whereas personal protective 
equipment once resided under the general “cost-
of-doing business” umbrella, global competition 
has incited companies to bring work gloves and 
other PPE to the forefront and target them for 
cost-cutting. 

Fortunately, new technology has brought many 
advances in PPE function, safety and durability so 
products offer greater performance and longer 

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

Most safety and plant managers will agree that 
companies typically get what they pay for when 
it comes to PPE. While a lower quality glove may 
cost less initially, it will likely cost more in the long 
term if it must be replaced more frequently or if 
injury rates rise. 

Companies do not save money when they pay $7 
for gloves that last two weeks compared to $10 
gloves that can be laundered twice (at 50 cents per 
laundering) and continue to provide a high level of 
service for six weeks. 

Economists sometimes consider activity-based 
costing as a method to assign costs to products 
or services based on the resources they consume. 
Company management may want to take a similar 
approach to determine the cost-to-wear of their 
PPE. The approach requires careful examination of 
all cost components from the time PPE enters the 
facility until it goes back out the door. 

Questions to ask include the following: How does 
the company acquire its PPE and how are products 
used? Do products perform as expected and how 
much does it cost to keep them in inventory? Do 
workers have the right gloves for the task at hand 
and do the products successfully reduce injury, 
which increases productivity and decreases medi-
cal costs? Are workers wearing the gloves for their 
full service life? 

Management must also consider the waste aspect 
of the business. Are PPE products laundered and/
or recycled or do they go into the waste stream for 
disposal in a landfill? What are the costs for laun-
dering, recycling and/or disposal? Are there losses 
in productivity due to workers frequently changing 
PPE or from time consumed donning the products?

EXAMINE THE TOTAL PICTURE

i
While adequate safety 
is the overall aim, so 
too is optimum produc-
tivity. The nature of the 
task will determine the 
type of hand protection 
required.
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Once managers consider and quantify all PPE cost components, 
they can begin to focus on specific opportunities to reduce 
individual costs while making operational improvements that 
impact productivity and the bottom line. 

Many companies, for example, can lower PPE cost-to-wear by 
reducing their SKUs. Eliminating redundant and/or duplicate 
products boosts supply chain efficiency by decreasing the time 
required to order and stock PPE and slashing costs for storage, 
carrying inventory and taxes.

PPE standardization goes hand in hand with SKU reduction and 
ensures that workers use the optimal product across similar 
jobs. Once safety personnel identify the best glove for an appli-
cation, that same product should be used for like applications 
throughout the plant and across multiple locations. 

Waste is a tremendous expense for many companies—whether 
resulting from product defects, lost time or PPE discarded pre-
maturely. Reducing waste can significantly drive down operating 
costs. Employee training on the use of PPE and recognizing the 
signs that indicate the end of a product’s life can help control 
waste and reduce total costs. 

Waste exists in various forms, such as prematurely discarded 
PPE or products disappearing from the production floor. Wor-
kers at one company, for example, used a tremendous quantity 
of PPE and when managers investigated, they found a number of 

FOCUS ON  
INDIVIDUAL COSTS

from product defects,  
lost time or PPE  
discarded prematurely. 

employees were taking work gloves home for their own use and 
distributing them to family members and friends—sometimes as 
many as 12 pairs per employee. 

The company was able to resolve the situation by allowing each 
worker to take two pairs of gloves home. This solution reduced 
product usage and resulted in happier employees. 
 
Instituting control mechanisms can also reduce PPE usage 
and waste—and ensure workers have the right product for the 
application. Companies may implement a sign-out process for 
workers to obtain new PPE or install automated dispensing 
equipment, which can reduce PPE product turns and moni-
tor user activity. Employee codes or key cards can be used to 
connect the user to the PPE consumed.
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CONSIDER LAUNDERING  
TO REDUCE COSTS

Laundering and recycling programs can also help reduce waste. 
Most quality glove products are manufactured to withstand 
laundering without changing the size and fit or negatively im-
pacting function. 
 
Ansell—with its new high performance knitted cut resistant 
gloves—designs and manufactures the gloves so they are larger 
and launders them in advance so customers do not have to 
worry about shrinkage. Repeat washing has little impact on a 
glove’s size and fit. Even if the gloves shrink slightly, they will 
easily stretch back to their original size. 

While this extra step in Ansell’s manufacturing process adds 
minimally to product cost, it extends the product’s useful life. It 
also ensures that a specific size glove continues to fit as expec-
ted throughout its life cycle. 

Ansell tests many products for up to five launderings—although 
customers may be able to launder products more without dimi-
nishing their serviceability. Most glove manufacturers provide 
laundering instructions, which must be followed to maintain 
product integrity. 
 
Laundered gloves that are no longer needed but are still 
serviceable may be donated to organizations with lighter use 
requirements as an alternative to landfill disposal. One compa-
ny donated its used and laundered gloves to an organization 
that helped find construction jobs for unemployed workers. The 
contribution offered tax benefits and improved morale because 
employees felt good about the company reaching out to the less 
fortunate.
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Ansell Healthcare Products LLC
111 Wood Avenue, Suite 210

Iselin, NJ 08830 USA

Ansell Healthcare Europe NV
Riverside Business Park
Blvd International, 55,
1070 Brussels, Belgium

Ansell Limited
Level 3, 678 Victoria Street,

Richmond, Vic, 3121
Australia

Ansell Services (Asia) Sdn. Bhd.
Prima 6, Prima Avenue,

Block 3512, Jalan Teknokrat 6
63000 Cyberjaya, Malaysia

PATENTS & TRADEMARKS

Ansell, ® and TM are trademarks owned by Ansell Limited or one of its affiliates, except as noted.
Ansell, ® and TM are trademarks owned by Ansell Limited or one of its affiliates, except as noted. 
© 2017 Ansell Limited. All Rights Reserved.

For more information, contact  
your Ansell representative or visit

www.ansell.com
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